
 

 

Wiltshire Bat Group Meeting 9th November 2017 

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, Devizes 1900 – 2130 

 

These notes have been put together for the benefit of those members not able to attend, and to provide a record of 
the discussions. Any inaccuracies and omissions can be rectified at the next meeting. 

 

The meeting opened with a welcome from the Wiltshire Bat Group Chair Laura Mullholland (LM) to those attending. 

Twenty six members attended with apologies from a further seven. This is the best attendance since the Bat group 
was re-constituted in 2014. 

LM commenced the business of the meeting: 

Laura introduced herself to the meeting, in particular to the new members, gave a brief summary of the Bat group, 
and explained the rationale behind the twice yearly indoor meetings. Before handing over to Jenny Bennett (JB) for 
an update from the Secretary, Laura stressed the importance of the projects being under taken across the County, 
encouraging others to think about they can contribute to Bat conservation.  

Update from the Secretary 

Jenny reminded everyone that if they want to get involved in the projects (listed below) then the right process was 
to email the project leaders directly, introduce themselves and ask to go on the volunteers list to receive updates on 
events. (Post meeting note: volunteers are asked to respond to the project leaders emails even if they can’t attend). 

Jenny remarked that there was a small group of members stepping up for walks and talks and requests for public 
engagement. Please contact Jenny on wiltsbg@gmail.com if you are interested in being involved, but Jenny will put 
any requests out the wider membership in her regular updates. 

Gareth Harris (GH) stated that the group has eight detectors that can be borrowed for events, but they would have 
to be collected. Gareth also reminded everyone that there were PowerPoint presentations that can be shared and 
amended as necessary. (Gareth’s email address is below). 

Summarised Financial Statement from the Treasurer Will Ponting (WP) 

Full details are available on request. 

The Group account was last audited by Nick Adams in March 2017, and a similar audit will be requested in March 
2018.   

Prior to the meeting Laura asked how this audit was carried out.  WP explained that the Bat Group financial 
spreadsheets were copied onto a USB and handed over with all the Bank Statements, Invoices and receipts to Nick 
who checks all the entries advising on further improvements or amendments to be made. An email confirming the 
audit has taken place is sent to the Treasurer and Chair. 

mailto:wiltsbg@gmail.com


Details 

Balance in account on 1 November 2017 - £5,946.82 

Income from 1 March 2017 – 1 November 2017 - £1,265.50 

 Membership - £1022.50 

 Donation Chippenham Scouts - £145.00 

 Wiltshire WT Grant (Ravensroost) - £100.00 

Expenditure from 1 March 2017- £862.25 

 Mine Engineering Safety Services - £800.00 

 Project consumables from WWT Grant – £62.25 

Reserve - £1,563.35 

Will explained how the reserve was made up, including £800.00 for underground safety services, despite there being 
some uncertainty about which mines would be surveyed, and restrictions that might apply this winter. 

Working balance - £4,383.47 

There were no direct questions on the Group finances, but there was some discussion about how some of the 
available monies could be utilised for the benefit of projects and match funding. 

Membership 

WP reported that there were 177 paid up members of the WBG. The Secretary has email contact information for 
162. 

Update from the County Recorder Gareth Harris (GH) 

Gareth demonstrated our new online presence on the new Wiltshire Mammal Portal.  This is now linked from the 
Bat Conservation Web site too. https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/ 

This is a shared web site with the Wiltshire Mammal Group, but each group has a separate tab holding group specific 
information. The WBG tab includes some detail on our projects, our aims, publications, and how to contact and join 
the WBG. 

Please contact Gareth if you have a news item or event you would like to publicise on the site. 

This site replaces the old static page hosted on the old WSBRC web page, and is designed to be more dynamic, but 
should not duplicate the items or events that are posted on our Facebook Page. The WBG also has a Twitter page 
with 352 followers. 

Gareth thanked everyone who has helped move this forward, particularly Jenny and Purgle Linham from the WSBRC. 

Gareth mentioned three very interesting ringing recoveries from the South of the County of bats ringed at Box that 
have significantly increased the radius of movement from this Nationally important swarming site. Two of these 
recoveries are subject to contractual restrictions, so more details will be released at a future date. 

Gareth also described 2017 as the ‘year of the Barbastelle’ with significant records from multiple locations being 
submitted. 

As always the plea for records was made. Gareth’s email is in the table below. 

Gareth asked members to share their best bat pictures which might be included on the web site and Newsletter. 

Gareth concluded that he was particularly pleased with the trapping of a male Nathusius’ pipistrelle in the Cotswold 
Water Park.  

General Group Updates 

There were no general comments or updates from the floor, so Laura wound up the main business of the night, 
noting that there were no formal votes to be taken.  



AOB 

Jenny has already put out a call to all members for articles to be included in the 2017 Newsletter, which we hope to 
have out early in the New Year. The deadline is the end of November. In the absence of updates from the floor, 
Laura requested all project leaders provide a small concise summary of events this year. 

Laura thanked the Wiltshire Wildlife Trust for the use of the Boardroom and looked forward to seeing everyone 
again for the next meeting on the 10th May 2018. 

After a short break Laura introduced Dr Dani Linton 

How to be a (bad) Batworker. 

Dani is a long standing member of the Wiltshire Bat Group jointly coordinating the autumn swarming at our 
underground sites at Box and Bradford on Avon. 

Dani’s talk was extremely thought provoking and was based on data systematically collected over a number of years 
from Natterer’s and Daubentons bats ringed at Wytham woods in Oxfordshire.  

Dani’s study showed the life and breeding histories of distinct colonies encountered in the boxes (over 1000!). 

Dani and her volunteers have been in a unique position analysing comprehensive ringing data to show how juvenile 
bats develop over the course of a year, and how to assess the age and breeding conditions of males and females. 

A new recording system has been developed as a result that provides consistency based on a standardised set of 
assessments. The talk was supported by some really high quality photographs. 

Those present agreed that further training and familiarisation would be valuable in order to standardise recording 
across Wiltshire projects, to make future data more meaningful and useful. 

Laura thanked Dani for taking the time to share this cutting edge study with the group. 

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned (to the Pub). 



 

 

 

Wiltshire Bat Group Project leaders and email contact details 

Savernake forest and Marlborough Tunnel Lisa Wade lisa.wade@talk21.com 

Stone Mine Autumn swarming surveys James Shipman jamesandrewshipman@hotmail.co.uk 

Dani Linton daniellemlinton@gmail.com 

Langford Lakes (box checks) Ben Mitchell benmitchell@gmail.com 

Swindon Parks (box checks) Charlotte Bell charlottebell6@googlemail.com 

Cotswold Water Park (box checks) Will Ponting willponting@outlook.com 

South Wiltshire the Moot and surrounds Jan Freeborn janfreeborn@hotmail.co.uk 

South Wiltshire – Downton/Deverills Jenny Bennett jennywalkabout@msn.com 

Collingbourne / West Woods Chloe Delgery cccd79@yahoo.co.uk 

Underground Winter Surveys Fiona Mathews f.mathews@exeter.ac.uk 

Wiltshire Bechstein’s /Barbastelle Project Gareth Harris gharris_doh@hotmail.com 

Green Lane and Biss Wood WWT Keith Cohen bats@keithcohen.co.uk 

Lis Weidt lisweidt@yahoo.co.uk 

General Contacts 

The Chair (media) Laura Mullholland wiltsbg@gmail.com 

WBG Secretary Jenny Bennett wiltsbg@gmail.com 

Treasurer and Membership Will Ponting wiltsbgmembership@gmail.com 

County Recorder for Bats Gareth Harris gharris_doh@hotmail.com 

 

 

Nathusius’ pipistrelle CWP 2017 (WP) 
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